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Executive summary
•

The aim of this report is to create a personal development plan (PDP) substantiated by analyses of
my personality, leadership and industry-related skills, and the identification of short- medium- and
long-term objectives.

•

My interpretation of leadership is described and its relevance for personal development is considered.

•

A brief introduction about me is provided followed by analyses of my personality through the Big Five
personality test and the 16 Personalities test which point out that I am a very conscientious person.
After this, reflective practice and my personal leadership style are evaluated.

•

Three skills audits have been applied with a particular focus on leadership and industry-related skills
to assess the differences in the development of various capabilities and traits. This results in skills
gaps or areas of further development.

•

Short- medium- and long-term goals are produced according to the SMART guidelines, my aspiration
to grow into an inspiring transformational leader is explained, and my strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats based on the pre-executed analyses are outlined in a SWOT analysis.

•

An action plan is then created purposed to close my skills gaps with a particular focus on leadership
skills and traits to direct and help me so that the completion of my predetermined objectives becomes
more achievable.
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1. Introduction
This report was written with the purpose to reflect on my personal and professional
development and leadership qualities. The input serves as a base for the creation of a
personal development plan (PDP) which is going to be applied to direct and support me
as I pursue my ultimate goal: promotion to Head, Chief or VP of marketing or brand
development for a global and inspiring sporting brand (e.g. Chelsea or Nike) within 10
years.

A PDP is a popular tool to support and enhance continuous learning (Beausaert, et al.,
2011), it can be described as an assessment tool embedded in a larger assessment
cycle of development and performance interviews (Beausaert, et al., 2013). However,
this report is not part of an assessment cycle. Therefore, the following definition by
(Lejeune, et al., 2021) seems more appropriate: a PDP is a unique assessment tool that
fosters self-directedness as a process, it provides focus, helps to map out a path
towards success, allows for better decision making, and prevents you from taking
backward steps (Spruce, 2020). Setting up a PDP starts with self-reflection and analysis of values and motivation (who am I?), followed by a skills audit (what can I
do?), and setting up a dream job (what do I want to become?) (Grit, et al., 2009). This
structure is used as a base for the current report.

The eventual personal development action plan is based on a personality analysis, skills
analysis, and SWOT analysis which are important elements of a PDP as they help with
the understanding of myself and provide learning or skills gaps (Manktelow, 2014; LSE
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Human Resources, 2019). Besides industry-specific skills, the analysis of leadership
skills is relevant to develop a business PDP (Rubens, et al., 2018). Self-awareness (e.g.
by composing a personal SWOT analysis), is key for PDP development and useful for
anyone pursuing a leadership role (Makoff-Clark, 2021). Marked out leadership,
personal development, and life-skills are somewhat integrated which can be complex
(Ricketts & Ricketts, 2010) (Appendix D presents an overview of this). The Mahara
platform has been used as an e-portfolio comprising of exercises and reflections during
the course’s classes and will be referred to (Mahara Appendix A until K).

1.1 Relevance of leadership in personal development
Leadership is central in the report since it is my goal to obtain a leadership role in sports
marketing (Mahara Appendix A and B expand on how I view leadership). Professional
and personal leadership impact the development of willing cooperation (Mastrangelo, et
al., 2004). And willing cooperation is important for leaders and followers to collaborate
and realise objectives of an organisation (Sardjono, et al., 2014).

Scholars have attempted to define leadership for more than a century, (Northouse,
2021) describes it as a process whereby an individual is influencing a group of
individuals to achieve a common goal, whereas (Winston & Patterson, 2006) define a
leader as someone who selects, trains, and influences followers who have diverse skills
and focuses the follower(s) to the organisation’s missions and objectives causing them
to willingly and enthusiastically expend spiritual, emotional, and physical energy in a
concerted coordinated effort to achieve the organisational objectives. To me, leadership
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essentially is about inspiring followers towards a common objective. Mahara Appendix
G elaborates on my leadership philosophy. Self-leadership seems important to me since
I am not in a leadership position yet. This leadership at the individual level is
consistently related to improvement in both work attitudes and performance (Stewart, et
al., 2011).
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2. Who I am
Life, for me, is about choices. Imagine, a signpost standing at a crossroads. Pointing in
one direction, the sign says “Results”. Pointing in the other direction, it says “Fulfilment”.
So far, my life was a journey bound for and based on the fulfilment route.

2.1 Past experiences
Refer to Mahara Appendix J for a video about past experiences that have shaped me as
a person. I have been studying sports marketing for the past eight years and key
experiences that shaped me were:

1.

A four-year sports management program where I was educated to become a
PE-teacher (Mahara Appendix C reflects on my leadership style as PEteacher).

2.

A six-month media and commerce study at Chuo University Tokyo (Japan)
while evaluating city marketing surrounding the 2020 Olympic Games. It
showed me the relevance of devoting oneself to the perfection of whatever
one is pursuing (transcript in Appendix B).

3.

An account executive internship for sports marketing agency Sports Impact
Ltd. in London which provided me with experience and strengthened my PRwriting (assessment in Appendix E)

4.

Founding my own sports marketing agency called Ipsem which enabled me to
help clients with social media marketing. As an entrepreneur, I am good at a
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variety of skills, not necessarily excellent at one, this implies that I should aim
for a generalised investment strategy (Lazear, 2004).

These experiences directed me to football club PSV Eindhoven where I completed by
cum laude BSc thesis by researching an online content strategy based on content
labels linked to the club values (assessment in Appendix E). Refer to Appendix A for my
full CV.

2.2 Personality
Having knowledge of your personality traits helps to determine the types of professional
development that you need and a personality test is useful because it shows strengths
that enable professionals to determine where talents are best served (Towler, 2020).
Two personality tests were taken, the Big Five personality test and the 16 Personalities
test.

2.2.1 Big Five personality test
I used this test because it covers virtually all personality-related terms and it is an
accepted personality theory held by psychologists (Lim, 2020) (Appendix C expands on
the test details). The results show high scores on conscientiousness, agreeableness,
and intellect/imagination, I am more introvert than extravert, and emotional stability
appears balanced (Figure 1). Most notably, I am conscientious. Conscientious people
are able to exercise self-discipline and self-control to achieve goals, are organised,
determined, and able to postpone immediate gratification for the sake of long-term
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success (Susman, 2021). They also have the propensity to follow socially prescribed
norms for impulse control and like to plan (Leary & Hoyle, 2009). I recognise the
planning part as one of my strongest assets. I started at the bottom of the Dutch
educational system and had to work my way up. Being not a born genius, planning my
study load and other work allowed me to get to where I am. This today helps me to
multitask as I am going a master’s degree while running my own sports marketing
agency.

Figure 1 Big Five personality test result 2021 (www.openpsychometrics.org)

A previous Big Five test taken in 2020 displayed a similar result confirming my
conscientious personality (see figure 2 below). These results showed an even higher
introversion score, which I at the time wanted to change to become more extravert.
Apparently, that developed positively since the extraversion score is higher in 2021.
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Figure 2 Big Five personality test in 2020

2.2.2 16 Personalities test
The 16 Personalities test, a free online personality assessment that
provides a useful indication of the Myers-Briggs types (Hamm,
2018), resulted in the ‘Logistician’ type (see Figure 3 and Mahara
Appendix L for details, strengths and weaknesses). Striking is the
97% Judging compared to the 3% Prospecting showing that I like to
plan everything carefully and conscientiously. This again confirms
that I am orderly and conscientious. Conscientiousness is a reliable
predictor for educational achievements (Hill, et al., 2014; Damian, et
al., 2015), work outcomes and job performance, leadership, income,
and occupational attainment (Hill, et al., 2014), especially since it is
associated with a sense of duty and self-discipline (Mamo, 2017).
Scoring high on conscientiousness thus seems to generally lead
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Figure 3 16 Personalities test result

to positive work- and academic-related results. Conversely, high levels of
conscientiousness shares overlap with obsessive-compulsive tendencies and can be
related to less optimal outcomes like lower levels of well-being (Carter, et al., 2016).
This is a pitfall I should be aware off. Other downsides of this personality characteristic
are being overly serious, danger of becoming hardworking to the burnout point, and
having trouble being flexible and spontaneous (Owens, 2021). I recognise these
potential downsides in my devoted work ethos and realise that my tendency of specific
planning comes with a lack of flexibility.

The other Logistician personality characteristics show smaller differences between
traits. Being more ‘thinking’ refers to me being more focused on objectivity and logic as
opposed to emotions, and more ‘introversion’ suggests that I gain energy from being
alone and that periods of reflection can work beneficial for me (Owens, 2021).

2.2.3 Reflective practice
Reflective practice describes the nexus between reflection and practice (Smith, 2003).
Reflection carries multiple meanings, but it can be understood as professionals
engaging in solitary introspection, reflecting on performance, or engaging in critical
dialogue with others (Finlay, 2008). I am not a structurally self-reflecting person.
However, I have reflected on almost each week’s course contents by engaging in
exercises. Mahara Appendix G and K expand on how I reflect. Getting used to more
structural reflecting is likely going to benefit me as this is an important element of
professional preparation (Russell, 2005), and the benefits of reflection for professional
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practice are recognised in academic literature (Schön, 2017; Husebø & O'Regan, 2015).
More reflective practice can be applied by following the Experiential Learning Cycle
stages (Figure 4) which include reflective observation of concrete experiences (Kolb &
Kolb, 2007).

Figure 4 The Experiential Learning Cycle

Alternatively, Gibb’s reflective cycle (Figure 5) can be followed which focuses on
reflection after experience and provides another structure that guides the process of
reflecting (Husebø & O'Regan, 2015).
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Figure 5 Gibb's reflective
cycle

2.2.4 Leadership style
Conscientious leaders are thorough when preparing for a project, look at every possible
outcome, focus on being accurate and use details to meet expectations. Organisations
often seek out conscientious leaders because they are honest and organised (Miller,
2021). As a conscientious person, this leadership style should come quite natural to me.
However, research found a pitfall, because if a conscientious leaders’ role is not
authentic, they are less likely to take adaptive approaches which led to less satisfactory
appraisals by followers (Harris, et al., 2019) (Figure 6).
.

Figure 6 Conscientiousness of leader relation with shared satisfaction with leader (Harris, et al., 2019)

Cross-cultural leadership
Elements of cross-cultural leadership are relevant to consider, especially since I aim to
work for global brands in international markets. It can be understood as the ability of the
leader to intentionally and unequally influence and motivate members of a culturally
different group toward the achievement of a valued outcome by appealing to the shared
knowledge of that group (Akiga & Kevin, 2004). (Bryant, 2008) highlights the importance
of leadership bridging differences to understand culturally different groups and not fully
understood markets. The largest worldwide markets are China and the United States
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(Guttmann, 2019). (Hofstede, et al., 2010) indicate six cultural dimensions (Figure 7).
Refer to Mahar Appendix I which expands on these dimensions.

Figure 7 Hofstede's cultural dimensions (Bruin, 2017)

The (Hofstede Insights, 2021) tool allows country comparisons on these six dimensions
(Figure 8). View Appendix I for the full comparison. Key aspect to take account when
leading Chinese teams are the application of a more authoritative style, use long-term
goals, avoid jokes during formal sessions, less focus on the community and negative
feedback; I should apply more gender-based task assignment when working with teams
from these other cultures; and UK and Chinese teams are likely more sensitive to
change while US teams more prefer control (Mind Tools Content Team, 2021).
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Figure 8 Cultural dimension comparison of countries (Hofstede Insights, 2021)

3. What I can do
3.1 Present situation
As a student of sports marketing, my current focus lies on the development of
knowledge pertaining to this field. Studying sports means that you will be expected to
think creatively and critically about a phenomenon that touches almost every person on
the planet, engaging with theoretical perspectives that are outside your comfort zone,
and question common assumptions about the value of sport (Magdalinski, 2013). It
covers the science behind sports marketing which involves many theories, reading and
research (Smith, 2020). The application of what I have learned to practice is imperative,
without doing this, studying will go to waste (Forbes Coaches Council, 2018). Obtaining
the master’s degree will benefit me when applying for sports marketing roles since
many theories can be used in pragmatic implications for marketing decisions (Rotfeld,
2014). However, the application of theory and subject specific knowledge is only one
element required by SMEs, graduates must also be capable of acquiring new skills as
required by their employers (Stephens, et al., 2017). The following skills audits provide
insights into the gaps between my current skills and essential skills to develop as a
leader in my industry.
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3.2 Skills audits
Skills are the abilities to do an activity or job well, especially because you have
practised it (Cambridge Dictionary, 2021). Thus, training to develop knowledge and
skills is fundamental as this significantly helps organisations to achieve goals
(Rodriguez & Walters, 2017). Identifying skills is important because if I am not aware of
my skills, I cannot expect an employer to recognise these, and not knowing what skills
employers need can cause problems tailoring my CV and cover letters to match these
(Becker & Becker, 2016). A skills audit, which is a process in which skills of individuals
are being measured (Lieberman, 2021), can help identifying my skills. And to be
successful in my career, regardless of my current position, I should particularly focus on
developing leadership skills (Mind Tools Content Team, 2021).

3.2.1 Imperial College London leadership and management skills audit
Firstly, Table 1 below show my results of the Leadership and Management Skills Audit
which was accessed via (Imperial College London, 2021).
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Table 1 Leadership and management skills audit

Main areas that I should further develop are managing my professional development
after entering the workplace, experiencing leading specific sports marketing projects,
working with people (recruiting, providing learning opportunities, building teams, leading
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meetings), and gaining a better understanding of relevant health and safety
requirements. Hence developing more people skills seems critical for me, (Levasseur,
2013) highlights the importance of developing people skills as this is the most important
factor to deal with project complexity; people deliver successful project, not just the
application of tools.

3.2.2 Mind Tools leadership skills audit
18 statement where answered which provided insight in my leadership skills and areas
for further development (Mind Tools Content Team, 2021). Based on my score (67)
(Figure 9), it seems like I am well on my way to become an effective leader. However,
there were areas of development to close the gap between my current level and the
desired level of leadership skills. Self-confidence, which can be improved, is important
according to (Kipnis & Lane, 1962) because doubt about leadership abilities leads to a
relaying approach to solving leadership problems. My inexperience likely contributes to
this lack of confidence which leads to reliance on others for problem solving. Emotional
intelligence (EQ) appears to be another gap to work on given that it is a key determinant
of effective leadership even more important that IQ (Dulewicz, et al., 2005; Kerr, et al.,
2006).

My scores on transformational leadership were relatively high (Appendix F). Most
notably, effectively measuring performance, best understood as the continuous process
of identifying, measuring and developing the performance of individuals and teams and
aligning performance with strategic goals (Mehmood, et al., 2013), should be improved.
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It is important to master this because organisations would work ineffective and risk
failing to enforce its objectives without effective employees, thus the most appropriate
performance management system should be applied to commit employees toward
achieving the organisation’s objectives (Osmani & Maliqi, 2012). Appendix F expands
on my gap results.

Figure 9 Leadership Skills Audit score and interpretation

3.2.3 Digitalmarketer skills audit
A more specific digital marketing related skills assessment resulted in a generally high
score of 84% (see Appendix G). The Digital Marketer Model by (Royle & Laing, 2014)
shows the most important aspect of digital marketing skills (Appendix J shows this
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model). The gaps between my current skills (measured by confidence) and importance
in the field are presented in Figure 10 below. Accordingly, my main industry-related
development areas are social media, search marketing, email marketing, and
conversion optimisation. (Bala & Verma, 2018) highlight that the first three development
areas are beneficial Internet marketing techniques which therefore should be strongly
mastered.

Figure 10 Digital Marketing skills confidence versus importance
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3.2.4 Careersmart skills audit
A Careersmart skills audit (Careersmart, 2021) resulted in the following five areas that
are most important for me to further develop (refer to Appendix H for details):
1. Influence and persuasion: convincing others of my vision, using body language
and negotiating a win-win result
2. Personal development planning: identifying my goals, areas of development and
making a plan
3. Managing self: managing my pressure to avoid stress and delegating work to
others
4. Customer focus: satisfying customer expectations and evaluating delivery of
customer excellence
5. Commercial awareness: describing how my business is different to competitors
and being commercially aware
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4. Where I want to be?
To describe where I want to be, goals must be outlined. A goal is defined as the object
to which effort or ambition is directed, the destination of a journey, or an end result
toward which behaviour is directed (Day & Tosey, 2011). SMART is an acronym that
can be used for goal setting, it stands for Specific (simple, sensible, significant),
Measurable (meaningful, motivating), Achievable (attainable), Relevant (reasonable,
realistic, results-based) and Time Bound (time-limited) ( (Mind Tools Content Team,
2021). Below, my goals have been presented according to the SMART guidelines.
Short-term being within a few months, medium-term 1-5 years, and long-term more than
5 years (Steca, et al., 2016).

4.1 Short, medium- and long-term goals
Short-term
Completing my MSc Football Business & Digital Marketing with distinction grades (70%
or higher (Studyportals, 2021)) within eight months, so that my analytical-,
mathematical- and scientific expertise with regards to digital sports marketing and fan
engagement improve which will be beneficial for me when entering the marketplace as
a junior marketing or social media coordinator in the sport context (Nietzel, 2018). This
is attainable because my undergraduate degree in sports marketing provides a
sufficient base and reasonable because the master’s program is designed to be
completed within one year.
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Medium-term
I want to gain experience and practical skills in the marketplace as a junior marketer
focused on branding, fan engagement, or marketing analytics while working for inspiring
sports brands (e.g. Chelsea FC or Nike) so that I can ultimately grow to become a
senior marketing manager or director which is step 2 and 3 of the marketing career path
(Setup Inc., 2021) (£50,618 annually average base salary in the UK (Payscale Inc.,
2021)) at the same or another inspiring sport brand within five years. This is achievable
because of the step-by-step progression that will occur and realistic because my level 7
postgraduate diploma is suitable to pursue the senior marketing level (AGCAS editors,
2021).

Long-term
Becoming the VP, Head, or Chief of marketing or brand development for a global and
inspiring sporting brand (e.g. Chelsea or Nike) within 10 years so that I can optimally
use the power of sport to influence and inspire others which is my dream. This is
relevant and achievable because I will have gradually climbed up the ladder of sports
marketing roles. This can be measured by the annual salary of around £97,608
(Payscale Inc., 2021).

Growing into a transformational and inspiring leader
Advancing towards a future leadership role, I think that the transformational leadership
style, which facilitates the redefinition of a mission and vision (Leithwood & Poplin,
1992), inspires me most and would be most effective. Transformational leaders move
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followers through idealised influence, inspiration, intellectual stimulation or individual
consideration (Bass, 1999). I believe in motivating people by portraying a vision of
purpose. However, disadvantages of this leadership style are that it can lead to
employee burnout, can be disruptive, and carries potential for abuse (e.g. Adolf Hitler)
(Thompson, 2019). Unlike transactional leadership, which focuses on exchanges
between leaders and followers, transformational leadership is a process where people
engage and connect which raises the levels of motivation and morality in both the
leader and followers (Northouse, 2021). This is especially relevant since motivation of
employees mediates well-being and job satisfaction while amotivation is related to work
stress and illness (Nie, et al., 2015). A combination between a transformational and
conscientious leadership style probably best matches my skills and personality.
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4.2 Job aspiration
This section displays two types of job vacancies I am currently interested in. One
specific marketing executive job that I aspire to at Chelsea is presented below.

Figure 11 Marketing Executive vacancy at Chelsea FC (Chelsea Careers, 2021)

The two vacancies at Nike below also appeal to me since these are brand manager
roles for an inspiring sport brand.

Figure 13 Nike marketing manager job details

Figure 12 Nike brand manager job details
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5. SWOT analysis
After evaluating my skills, development opportunities, and setting career goals, it is
possible to use an individual SWOT analysis (Chlebikova, et al., 2015). It is especially
useful for career planning and analysing my current situation as it effectively helps to
identify strengths and weaknesses, and to examine opportunities and threats I might
face (Pearce, 2007). A SWOT analysis is presented below (Figure 14), the input for
each factor is based on the preceding self-analyses.

Figure 14 Individual SWOT analysis
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6. How will I get there? (300 words)
6.1 Skills gaps
The skills audits provided various skills gaps for both leadership skills and digital
marketing specific domains. A skills gap is the difference in the importance of skills
required for a job and the actual skills possessed by employees, they present an
opportunity to identify missing skills to gain them through training (MBA Skool Team,
2021). The most significant skills gap in the digital marketing field is a lack of strategic
business knowledge of digital marketing and integration of that strategic knowledge with
existing traditional marketing communication (Anon., 2014). Table 2 and 3 summarise
my areas to further develop based on the skills audit results.

Leadership development areas
Gain experience
People skills (recruiting, providing
learning opportunities, building
teams, leading meetings)
Understanding of health and safety
requirements
Self-confidence
Emotional intelligence
Effectively measuring performance
Influence and persuasion
Personal development planning
Managing self
Customer focus
Commercial awareness

Industry-specific development areas
Social media marketing
Search marketing
Email marketing
Conversion optimisation
Table 3 Industry (digital marketing) related
development areas

Table 2 Leadership-related development areas
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6.2 Personal development action plan
A PDP requires not only goal setting but also setting out an action plan to record
outcomes, evaluate and identify further areas of development (Shaheen & Hameed,
2020). Table 4 below displays my action plan which is supplemented by literature and
based on the above-identified goals and skills gaps.
What is your
long-term goal?

Promotion to the
head or chief of
marketing or
brand
development for a
global and
inspiring sporting
brand (e.g.
Chelsea or Nike)

What are
specific short-,
medium-, and
long-term career
goals?
Completing my
MSc Football
Business &
Digital Marketing
and enter the
marketplace as a
marketing
executive, brand,
or social media
coordinator in the
sport context for
an inspiring
brand.

What are key
skills needed for
each goal?

What skills do
you need to
work on?

What actions are
you going to
take?

When are you going
to complete your
training by?

- Managing
innovation and
change

- Gaining
experience

- Completing my
current MSc
degree improves
my specific
marketing
knowledge and
skills as well as
my ability to
produce a
personal
development plan

8 months

- Self-confidence
- Professional
development
and leadership
- Technology
skills
- Strategy
formulation and
implementation
- Being customer
oriented
(Montana, et
al., 2014)

- Effectively
measuring
performance
- Personal
development
planning
- Managing self
- Customer focus
Marketing specific
skills:
- Social media
- Search
marketing
- Email marketing
- Conversion
optimisation
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- I will gain work
experience by
entering the
marketplace after
graduation
- Given that being
customer
oriented is
important as
marketing
executive and
also one of my
development
areas, I will
pursue the twoday Customer
Focus course by
(Boulden
Management
Consultants Ltd.,
2021)

Becoming a
senior marketing
manager or
director for an
inspiring sport
brand.

Research by
(Adams, et al.,
2018) highlights
directors have
the following
skills:

- Emotional
intelligence
- People skills
- Commercial
awareness

- Leadership
- Management

- Commercial
awareness

- Finance and
accounting
- Strategic
planning

Also, this
demanding job
requires
paradoxical
qualities (Angwin,
et al., 2009):

- Asking for 360degree feedback
(collecting
information about
leadership from
several sources)
because
organisations that
are utilising 360degree feedback
tend to report
increases in
productivity and
favourable
reactions
(Lacerenza, et
al., 2017)
- Given that
leadership
training is
effective
(Lacerenza, et
al., 2017), I am
going to pursue a
leadership
training course
with emotional
intelligence and
people skills at its
core such as the
Leading
Inclusively
Program (Udemy
Inc., 2021).
Emotional
intelligence is a
development
area

- Analytical and
creative
- Engaged and
distant
- Leader and
servant

- Given that
accounting is
important and
commercial
awareness is one
of the developing
areas, I will do
the level 2
foundation
certificate
accounting
course offered by
The Training
Room (The
Training Room,
2021).
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Becoming head,
VP or chief of
marketing or
brand
development for
an inspiring
sporting brand.

According to
(Breezy HR Inc.,
2021), the
qualifications of a
VP of marketing
are:

- Understanding
health and
safety
requirements
- Influence and
persuasion

- Proven work in
senior role such
as marketing
director

- Developing an
understanding of
health and safety
issues in the
marketing
industry.
- Optimising
influence and
persuasion which
will increase with
experience.

- Experience in
design and
implementation
of successful
campaigns

- Improving my
ability to make
strategic
decisions via the
LSE 5-day
Strategic
Decision Making
for Management
course (London
School of
Economics and
Political Science,
2021).

- Knowledge of
tools like
Google
AdWords, SEO
and web
analytics
- Excellent
leadership,
communication,
analytical and
project
management
skills

- Refreshing
knowledge of key
digital marketing
tools via the
Digital Marketing
Institute (Digital
Marketing
Institute 2021,
2021).

- Decisionmaking skills
- At least BSc in
relevant field
Table 4 Action plan
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7. Conclusion
This report has set up my PDP with a specific focus on leadership skills and reflective
practice to achieve my long-term goal. It is based on a personality analysis, skills
analysis, and SWOT analysis. The results indicate my high conscientiousness which
offers both opportunities and threats. Leadership and industry-specific skills gaps were
identified which are areas that I need to further develop myself in. Cultural differences
should also be recognised as they contribute to the optimisation of leadership for
culturally diverse teams. An action plan was created in order to close these gaps before
deadlines I set for specific goals. Structural self-reflection is valuable for every
professional, however, this does not come natural to me. The research shows various
models that provide structure for me to reflect on a more structural basis which I intent
to do, especially since doing this study displayed its benefits to me.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Curriculum Vitae (CV)
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Figure 15 CV front page
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Figure 16 CV second page

Appendix B: Chuo University transcript of records

Figure 17 Chuo University transcript
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Appendix C: Big Five personality test

The Big Five personality test is a Five-Factor Model measuring five factors abbreviated
as CANOE (conscientiousness, agreeableness, neuroticism, openness, extraversion
(Lim, 2020; Gray, 2017). Lim and Gray provide the following definitions for high or low
scores on these measured factors:

Conscientiousness:
-

Low: impulsive, careless, disorganised

-

High: hardworking, dependable, organised

Agreeableness:
-

Low: critical, uncooperative, suspicious

-

High: helpful, trusting, empathetic

Neuroticism (or emotional stability):
-

Low: calm, even-tempered, secure

-

High: anxious, unhappy, prone to negative emotions

Openness:
-

Low: practical, conventional, prefers routine

-

High: curious, wide range of interests, independent
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Figure 18 Big Five interpretation (Lim, 2020)
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Appendix D: ‘The Big Picture’ of leadership and personal development

Figure 19 Big Picture of leadership, personal development and life skills (Ricketts & Ricketts, 2010)
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Appendix E: Skills audit evidence and explanation

Managing self and personal skills
All these skills can be evidenced through my cum laude bachelor’s degree in sports
marketing (see scans below). It is evidence of a cum laude working mentality (8.5/10)
for four years in a row. Prioritising the degree over my personal life which included
ground-breaking global projects in Japan, the Netherlands and the UK. I completed
projects before deadlines as the transcript of credits shows which can be seen as
reaching objectives. In order to score an 8,5 for all subjects one has to divide their time
so that all projects are given enough attention to successfully complete and deliver the
final result (plus while I was doing the degree, I worked in a restaurant as a waiter,
played football three times a week, founded my own company, and worked as an
English teacher). As prove of my ability to process feedback, the assessment of my final
dissertation for PSV Eindhoven is the main piece of evidence, Eli Lejeune, head of
brand and design at PSV described me, in Dutch, as:

“Sem is a very smart strategist who can process an enormous amount of feedback into
clear advice and a tangible approach. That impresses me” (Figure 27).

Managing own professional development
Considering the following managing definition: being responsible for controlling or
organising someone or something (Cambridge Dictionary, 2021). And the following
description of professional development: continuing education and career training after
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a person has entered the workforce in order to help them develop new skills, stay-up-todate on current trends, and advance their career (Antley, 2020). Having not yet fully
entered the marketplace I can only comment on my professional development as intern
and student. I have successfully organised new skills development so that I could stay
on top of new trends and advance my career, especially the internship at Sports Impact
taught me much about what working in the sports marketing industry is like and allowed
me to advance from the intern into the account executive role. Their statement about
me in their assessment evidences this:

“Sem lacked a grasp of presenting report and figures to our clients in an established
house style which he has since come to recognise and adapt to. At the outset, he
wasn’t familiar with the names of elite golfers, golfing publications or terms, but that was
understandable and something unique to this agency which specialises in the sport, he
rose to the challenge” (Figure 33).
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Providing direction
Having worked as a PE-teacher, I gave direction, provided leadership and promoted
equality of opportunity for all students. The successful completion of my PE-focused
sports management program signifies that I sufficiently executed that role. Another
leadership role that I had was in university projects and as football team captain (see
Mahara Appendix C). As a PE-teacher I mostly applied the Transactional Contingent
Reward theory which means that I rewarded student who displayed appropriate
behaviours (Towler, 2020) (Mahara Appendix C expands on this), however PE teachers
should apply transformational leadership in the teaching process to satisfy students’
basic psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relationship (Jiang & Jia,
2017). This indicated that my leadership role was not very suitable for the PE-teacher
job and that I should have used a more transformational leadership style.

Facilitating change
I have facilitated change by implementing an at the time innovative video-content
LinkedIn campaign for my client ExploreMe (see the LinkedIn profile for video-content
examples https://www.linkedin.com/in/exploreme-exploreer-jouw-commercieelleiderschap/). This changed their traditional marketing style to more digitalised
marketing. Within six months, the LinkedIn account had gained 4300 followers which
would otherwise not have been aware of the ExploreMe brand, and weekly videos were
watched by averagely 700 people. The awareness and engagement results of the
videos was appreciated by the client, especially since brand awareness influences the
consumers’ buying behaviours and brand recall is an important part of marketing
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(Memon, et al., 2016). Professor Willem Verbeke, founder of ExploreMe even
recommended me on LinkedIn (in Dutch) (see https://www.linkedin.com/in/sem-visser/)
mentioning that: “Sem is working successfully on the ExploreMe social media
campaigns, he is driven, learns every day, has discipline, tries to understand his
customers, and is committed. His work ethos allows him to work practically while
graduating cum laude.

Figure 20 Professor recommendation
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My role in relation to this client ExploreMe was acting as a change agent. The individual
that undertakes the task of initiating and managing change in an organisation is known
as a change agent. There are several types of change agent, but given that I changed
the methods used for goal setting and marketing, the People-Change-Technology Type
suits my role best (Lunenburg, 2010).

Working with people

Developing productive working relationships with colleagues:
During my internship at Sports Impact, I developed working relationships with my
colleagues which led to satisfactory results for both the agencya and our clients (see
Figure 28-34).

Recruit, select and keep colleagues:
As an intern, I was not yet in the position to recruit or select my colleagues. Recruitment
skills are the collective abilities a recruiter needs to be effective, they are often used in
sourcing, interviewing and evaluating to hire the best colleagues for open positions
(Indeed Editorial Team, 2021). Given that I am not a recruiter, I am not experienced in
this field. However, it might become more relevant as I progress into more senior
leadership roles.
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Allocate and monitor progress for colleagues:
At Sports Impact, I successfully executed monitoring tools of my colleagues’ social
network site campaigns and compared this to the competition. This was very much
appreciated (see Figure 32).

Help team members address problems affecting their performance:
I have no experience with doing this yet. However, supportive leaders express concern
for the needs and preferences of team members when making decisions, it creates a
worker-friendly work environment (Stern & Predmore, 2012). So, this likely is an
important skill to develop or focus on for me.

Build and manage teams:
I have managed university project teams which resulted in my cum laude undergraduate
degree (Figure 21. However, in the sports marketing industry I have no experience with
building and managing teams. (Wageman, 1997) does highlight the critical success
factors for team leaders which I will utilise when managing or building my own team in
the future. These factors are presented below.

1. Clear direction
2. A real team task
3. Team rewards
4. Basic material resources
5. Authority to manage the work
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6. Team goals
7. Strategy norms

Reduce and manage conflict:
Managing conflict for leaders is important, especially virtual team success depends on
the leader’s ability to assume leadership roles that manage conflict before conflict
negatively impacts team outcomes (Wakefield, et al., 2008). While my experience with
this in the sports industry is minimal, I never experienced major conflicts as a PEteacher, however this seems not comparable to the sports business world. Therefore,
this could be considered an area for development.

Lead meetings:
So far, I have only been a participant in meetings, not the leader. If I were to lead a
meeting, I would follow the meeting planning, leading, and evaluation checklist
developed by (LeBlanc & Nosik, 2019) (see checklist below).
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Checklist 1 Planning for leading meetings (LeBlanc & Nosik, 2019)
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Participate in meetings:
During my internships I participated many meetings successfully. I have received very
positive feedback with regards to this topic: “we never had a problem with his oral
communication during the placement period and he expressed himself well whenever
we had meetings or conference calls” (Figure 30-32).

Initiate and following disciplinary/grievance procedures:
Given that disciplinary and grievance procedures are used by employers to address
employee’s conduct or performance (ACAS Working for Everyone, 2021), it should be
clear that I do not have experience with this since I never have been in an employer
position.

Using resources
I do not have experience with budget management beyond accountancy classes in
university and budgets for my own sports marketing agency. I have passed all
accountancy test and my company is breaking even so this could be an indication of me
being able to effectively use monetary resources. However, more experience in this field
could presumably help me advance in my career since promotional budgets, which are
budgets earmarked for marketing and advertisements, are important to use effectively
since companies regularly measure the return on investment (Hayes, 2021).
Furthermore, I have no experience with the management of physical resources yet.

Take effective decisions based on analysis:
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This I have experience with and evidence of. The internship at PSV Eindhoven required
me to collect and analyse qualitative and quantitative data which I accordingly based my
recommendations and plan on. The club assessed my ability to do this as follows
(Figure 26 and 27 (translated from Dutch assessment)): “Sem has broad knowledge of
research and analytical qualities. He can process much feedback to formulate clear
advice”. With regards to communicating information the club added: “Sem writes clearly
and can present complex information comprehensibly”.

Achieving results

Manage a project:
I have not managed many projects in the sports industry, however, the university
projects that I managed ended well and ultimately lead to a cum laude graduation
(Figure 21-23).

Manage the delivery of a customer service:
In the role of social media marketing manager for ExploreMe, as above in the
‘facilitating change’ section, I have successfully delivered a customer service which
achieved the client’s objectives.
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Translated cum laude undergraduate degree in sports marketing

Figure 21 Cum laude diploma page 1
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Figure 22 Cum laude diploma page 2
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Figure 23 Cum laude diploma page 3
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Transcript of credits 2017-2021

Figure 24 Transcript of credits part 1
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Figure 25 Transcript of credits part 2
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PSV Eindhoven research thesis assessment

Figure 26 PSV Eindhoven internship assessment form part 1
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Figure 27 PSV Eindhoven internship assessment form part 2
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Work internship assessment form filled in by sports marketing agency Sports
Impact Ltd.

Figure 28 Assessment form part 1
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Figure 29 Assessment form part 2
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Figure 30 Assessment form part 3
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Figure 31 Assessment form part 4
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Figure 32 Assessment form part 5
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Figure 33 Assessment form part 6
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Figure 34 Assessment form part 7
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Appendix F: Leadership Skills Audit

Below screenshots of my Mindtool Leadership Skills Audit which is available on:
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_50.htm.

Figure 35 Skills Audit questionnaire
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Figure 36 Audit result and interpretation

Figure 37 Score on self-confidence

My results on the tested areas are presented below, the areas where I do have not
scored four or five out of five can be considered areas of development.
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Figure 39 Score on attitude and outlook

Figure 38 Score on emotional intelligence
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Figure 40 Score on transformational leadership and providing a compelling vision of the future
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Figure 41 Score on transformational leadership dimensions: motivating people to deliver the vision and being a good
role model
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Figure 42 Score on transformational leadership dimension: managing performance effectively and providing support
and stimulation
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Appendix G: Digital Marketing Skills Assessment Results
This appendix contains my Digital Marketing Skills Assessment results. This
assessment is developed by Digitalmarketer and was accessed through:
https://www.digitalmarketer.com/growth-marketer-audit/.

Figure 43 Overall score
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Figure 44 Full stack marketer score comparing confidence to importance

Figure 45 Recommended trainings based on gaps
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Appendix H: Careersmart skills audit

Figure 46 Tested areas

Figure 47 Careersmart skills audit part 1
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Figure 48 Influence and persuasion

Figure 49 Personal development planning
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Figure 50 Managing self

Figure 51 Customer focus
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Figure 52 Commercial awareness
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Appendix I: Hofstede’s cultural dimensions
(Hofstede, et al., 2010) indicate six cultural dimensions (see figure below). Based on
Mahara Appendix I, the following description of each dimension can be given:

1. Low/high power distance: extent to which unequal distribution of power is
accepted high PD cultures have no expectation of influencing decision making
while low PD cultures expect involvement in decision making.

2. Low/high uncertainty avoidance: extent to which security, order, rules and control
is preferred, opposite is ambiguity, uncertainty and change.

3. Individualism/collectivism: we vs I mentality, interest in group vs individual
work/life.

4. Masculinity/femininity: extent to which social gender roles are distinct, high
masculine cultures have assertive, ambitious and focused men, whereas women
are expected to be tender, focus on relationships and modest. In low masculinity
cultures men values apply to women and vice versa.

5. Short/long term orientation: stress on short-term profits or stress on future market
position.

6. Indulgence/restraint: an indulgent society values the satisfaction of human
needs; a restrained society sees the value in curbing one’s desires and
withholding pleasures to align more with societal norms.
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The figure below shows a comparison of my Dutch culture to the greatest world
economies (China and the United States), and the country I currently live in (the United
Kingdom).

Figure 53 Cultural dimension comparison of countries (Hofstede Insights, 2021)

Power distance: a stark difference is visible between China and the other three
Western cultures. This indicates that, compared to Western teams, Chinese teams will
not likely initiate any action, and that they are more like to be guided and directed to
complete a task. As an outsider one should acknowledge a leader’s status (Mind Tools
Content Team, 2021). Leadership styles that demand less initiative from followers such
as Authoritative leadership can best be applied (Martinuzzi, 2021).

Individualism: Individualism appears to be higher in the Western cultures but lower in
the Chinese culture which indicates that the ties between people in the Western cultures
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are stronger than in the Chinese culture, marketing campaigns that emphasize benefits
to the community will be better received in Western cultures. Negative feedback should
be avoided in leading Chinese teams and wisdom is considered important (Mind Tools
Content Team, 2021).

Masculinity: The Masculinity score is low in the Netherlands culture compared to the
other three. It indicates that the traditional gender-based (men and women) roles are
very distinct in the other countries, but not in the Netherlands. For my leadership, this
means that if leading people from these other countries, then I must take account of
these more traditional roles and not assign traditionally men’s duties to women.

Uncertainty avoidance: Based on the results, safety and control are more preferred in
the Dutch and United States cultures and less in the United Kingdom and China
cultures. As a Dutch national it thus seems valuable to take into account that when
leading UK and Chinese teams, change can relatively easier be realised, but when
leading US teams, more focus should be put on security and control.

Long term orientation: When leading teams from the UK or US, focus should be put
on more short-term goals compared to Chinese teams. These Western cultures prefer
to stress more about shorter-term goals than the Chinese culture.

Indulgence: The three Western countries appear high in indulgence which indicates
that they value the satisfaction of human needs, in leadership, focus should therefore be
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put upon follower-satisfaction. However, Chinese team culture scores low on indulgence
indicating that there is more willingness to withhold pleasures to align more with societal
norms. Leading Chinese teams should therefore not include making jokes when
engaging in formal sessions or expressing negativity about the world during informal
meetings (Mind Tools Content Team, 2021).
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Appendix J: Digital Marketer Model

Figure 54 Digital Marketer Model (Royle & Laing, 2014)
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